
Techno-Aide’s revolutionary FREE lead tracking system. Now with built-in SmartID® data import capability!

All you need is a free login and internet access! 
No specialty software required. Quickly and easily 
access apron data from virtually any device when 
and where you need.

WEB-BASED ACCESS UNIVERSALLY COMPATIBLE

No proprietary hardware required to track and 
manage your inventory. Built to work with virtually 
any QR/barcode scanner!

Fully customize employees and locations as you 
need! Setup, change, delete and manage employee 
access and facility and health system locations at 
any time. Quickly assign or reassign inventory to 
specific locations and employees as needed.

ACCOUNT CUSTOMIZATION TOOLS

Filter and export inventory reports right in Apron 
Hub! Create data reports as broad or as narrow as 
needed. Quickly export, save, and print customized 
reports directly through the Apron Hub platform.

CUSTOM REPORTING

All Apron Hub data is safely and securely stored on 
redundant cloud storage drives for top tier reliability. 
Built to scale for growth as needed no matter the 
facility or health system size.

CLOUD-BASED SECURITY

Techno-Aide proudly offers Apron Hub as a free 
service with no features locked behind paywalls or 
purchasing agreements. Simply sign-up for a free 
account at any time and start using all Apron Hub 
services today, no strings attached!

NO COSTS... EVER!

Facilities of any size can quickly and easily mass import 
inventory data directly through the user portal. Apron 
Hub now features a unique SmartID import tool. No 
need to manually copy data, immediately import 
SmartID inventory with our automated mapping tool!

ONE-OF-A-KIND MASS IMPORT

Apron Hub now features an industry first digital retagging 
tool built right into each product page. Completely 
skip the time and headache of retagging aprons by 
using the built-in QR/UPC association tool to link ANY 
existing QR/UPC tag to an Apron Hub product page!

INDUSTRY FIRST DIGITAL RETAGGING
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